
Ms. Larvin’s 
Language Arts Classroom

Procedures and 

Expectations



Entering the Classroom

● Walk in quietly.
● Hang your backpack on a hook at the back of the 

room.
● Read the board for daily objectives and directions.
● Decide which supplies and materials you will 

need for the day.
● If you are unsure, ask 3 neighbors BEFORE you 

ask the teacher.



● Pick up your numbered pencil pouch by the door.
● Depending on the assignment, get your folder, 

notebook, or computer.
○ Folder - finish ongoing assignments
○ Notebook - lesson/notes
○ Computer - independent work

● If additional supplies are needed (paper or colors), 
locate them near the door.

● Now, find your seat!

Supplies and Materials



● Depending on your behavior, you will have free choice 
on seating options around the room.

● Choose a working spot that helps you do your best.
● Use all furniture and materials with care.
● If a spot isn’t working for you, move without being 

asked.
● Put materials back when you are finished with them.
● Any teacher can move anyone at any time if they are not 

being respectful and responsible.

Flexible Seating



● Now that you have you materials and seat, listen for 
further directions.

● Assist neighbors who are moving slower.
● Make sure you can see the board if we are taking notes.
● If we have a computer assignment, quickly log on and 

get to work. Ask IMMEDIATELY if you need help.
● Work silently by yourself unless you are conferencing 

with a buddy or teacher.

Ready to Learn



Time to Learn and Work

You will participate in lessons, take notes, practice, 
create, and share classwork:

● Language Arts Notebook - Grammar Rules
● Writing Notebook - Crafting Genres
● Mentor Sentence Notebook - Grammar Practice
● Word Study Notebook - Spelling/Vocabulary
● Language Arts Folder - Ongoing Work
● Computer - Practice 



● Listen to the lesson, ask questions, add comments, copy 
notes neatly and completely in your notebook. 

● You will receive a notebook grade about once every 
month, so keep it legible and up-to-date.

● Language Arts Notebook is for grammar, punctuation, 
capitalization, and word choice lessons.

● Writing Notebook is for lessons on how to write 
different genres, like fiction, nonfiction, and poetry.

● Mentor Sentences are used to explore the rules and 
craft used in a variety of sentences.

● Word Study is used to review spelling rules and 
learn new vocabulary.

Lessons and Notes



● Throughout the week, you will practice the concepts we 
are learning in a variety of ways:
○ Editing - passage, with a buddy, or on your writing
○ Revising - passage, with a buddy, or on your writing
○ Writing - ongoing project, prompt on the computer, 

or free writing
○ Spelling/Vocabulary - practicing with words either 

on paper or on the computer
○ Handwriting - practicing independently

● Most of your daily grades will come from independent 
editing and revising along with your writing projects.

Independent Work



You are not allowed to leave class 
during a lesson - including a read 
aloud or a video - unless you have 
an emergency.

Leaving during Class



● When we are all working quietly - copying notes, 
practicing on the computer, independent writing - you 
may use the restroom or get some water.

● One boy and one girl can go at a time.
● Place the “pass” at your work area and leave without 

talking or disturbing anyone.
● Take care of your bathroom business and wash your 

hands thoroughly.
● Report any issues to the teacher as soon as you return.

Restroom Procedures



1. Nurse - Ask permission, fill out a pass, and go quietly.
2. Library - Go during your reading class with Mrs. Pilcher 

unless she or Mrs. Terry give you special permission to 
go at another time.

3. Drill/Alarm - Remain SILENT, turn off the lights, and 
follow the teacher’s instructions:
a. Fire - Immediately exit the building and walk 

silently in a line towards the street.
b. Tornado - Immediately walk into the pod and line 

up against the walls. Lean forward and cover your 
head with your hands.

c. Lock Down - Immediately move to the floor 
behind the teacher’s desk.

Other Situations



● This is the belief that a person’s 
abilities and intelligence can be 
developed through practice, hard 
work, dedication, and motivation.

● You can actually GROW your 
brain by working through 
challenging tasks.

● Mistakes just mean that you don’t 
have it YET.

Growth Mindset





Fixed vs Growth Mindset

“I’m not good at math, so I will never learn my 
math facts.” 

● Give up

vs
“If I practice every night for 20 minutes, I will 
learn my multiplication facts.”

● Problem-solve
● Take on challenges
● Set goals
● Give 100% effort



When the teacher gives the signal...
● Clean up and put away all supplies and materials 

you used.
● Return everything to its home.
● Help your neighbors clean up, as needed.
● Grab your backpack off the hook at the back of the 

room.
● Line up at the door.
● Walk out quietly.

Dismissing from Class



Switching Classes

● Wait silently in the pod while classes line up.
● This is a good time to have a quick restroom 

break.
● Wait for your next teacher to take you to your 

next class.



C Complete all assignments
A Are kind to one another
M Make good decisions
P Participate in class
E Expect to learn
R Respect yourself and others
S See yourself as a winner


